Introduction
A History of the Experience of Poverty
‘It is hard to state my case in writing’

I take the liberty to write & put my case before you, but am only doing so as a last resource. It is hard to state my case in writing but will do so as well as I can.¹

This book owes its life and spirit to the thousands of people like Mrs H. who found themselves in a position where their only recourse was to write to the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Dublin, Dr Edward Byrne (1921–1940) to ask for help. In seven large archival boxes, tucked away in the abundant Dublin Diocesan Archives, lie over four thousand letters labelled ‘Charity Cases’ written by the Roman Catholic laity of Ireland between 1922 and 1940. On letter-paper, copybook page, the backs of envelopes, postcards, and bill paper; in ink, pencil and crayon, the unemployed, widowed, under-paid, in debt, temporarily ‘embarrassed’ and dispossessed composed their poverty. In immaculate script or poorly formed letters, in fluid prose or sub-literate stuttering, these people have left one of the few traces in history of the experience of poverty, and collectively they illuminate the lives of so many during the foundation decades of Irish independence. They offer insights into the reality of poverty and how it was perceived and negotiated by those who struggled permanently in its embrace or drifted in and out of its clutches. Their letters articulate the hard edge of rage, the debilitating reality of impotence, the humiliation of need, the sour taste of failure, the unflagging spirit of hope, the tenacious sense of fight, the stirrings of entitlement, along with love and a sense of responsibility. They are also acts of testimony describing in highly personal ways the realities of living in appalling conditions, of having to beg, of losing the chief breadwinner and of

¹ Mrs H., X Leinster Rd., Rathmines, Dublin, 15 July 1939. Dublin Diocesan Archives, Archbishop Byrne Papers, AB7, Charity Cases, Box 7 [hereafter DDA, AB 7 CC, Box 1 etc.]. Please note all letters in this collection were addressed to either Archbishop Byrne or his secretaries unless otherwise stated.
being exposed to physical and sexual exploitation. By committing their reality to paper, these people carried from the private to the public domain, from the powerless to the powerful, a record of the hidden realities of poverty and in so doing complicated the boundaries between those domains.

These Irish charity letters were created in the dynamic context of encounter, when the poor or those in need negotiated with those in control of the purse strings. Peter Mandler and other historians of poverty and charity have noted that it is particularly difficult for the historian to find sources that allow a penetrative analysis of this ‘site of encounter’. These letters, and the responses they elicited, provide an important and rare window into the cosmology of poverty in early independent Ireland. Hence, this is not an empirically based social history, but rather a history of the ‘socio-cultural experiences of the poor’ through the prism of their begging letters – their poverty stories.

A central focus of this research has been how, in these letters, the poor reworked their experiences of poverty, not only in terms of their own self-perception and sense of identity, but also in response to their understanding of the mentality and values of the universe they shared with their church and wider society. It is this interplay between self and social knowledge that is the heart of the charity engagement; on occasion this was conscious, for example, when a threat of apostasy was made to extract assistance, but often it was unconscious, a social reflex that the historian must decode.

The story of poverty is all too often told solely from the perspective of those who encountered the poor through charity or social work. This book offers a history told from the perspective of those who lived as ‘the poor’.

---

6 On letter writing, identity and ‘narrative impetus’, see K. Holmes, Between the Leaves: Stories of Australian Women, Writing and Gardens (Crawley: The University of Western Australia, 2011), pp. 61–81.
Negotiating charity was an intrinsic part of the experience of poverty in modern Ireland; as Chapter 1 outlines, the limited state relief was inadequate to sustain the majority of recipients without supplementary assistance from charity. Thus having to ‘compose’ and tell a story that explained and justified poverty was an essential part of being poor. In his work on poverty, Mark Peel has explored the way the poor used the conventions of storytelling to explain their poverty; he noted that their ‘autobiographies must be produced on demand’ for the social worker or the police officer.\(^7\) In many respects the letters written by the Irish poor in the 1920s and 30s fulfil the criteria of storytelling and autobiographical writing, confirming Toby Ditz’s argument that the context of a letter could become a part of the experience.\(^8\)

The driving force of this book is to explore both poverty as it was experienced, with a particular emphasis on individual strategies of survival, and how ‘the poor’ shaped and perceived their own identity when seeking charity. Mrs H. wrote to the archbishop in 1939: ‘I could not explain how heart broken I am or even the extent of my troubles for I am honest & like to be able to pay my way.’\(^9\) She characterised herself as honourable and someone for whom it was important to be financially independent. The identity she shaped in her letter was based on reinforcing these characteristics which had powerful social resonance in a society endlessly debating the boundaries of legitimate poverty. As Andreas Gestrich, Elizabeth Hurren and Steven King have noted, ‘it is unthinkable that the conditions making for a re-evaluation of self – of a new interiority – did not also percolate down to the very poorest and shape both whether they wrote but also the standards by which they judged their conditions and thus how and about what they wrote.’\(^10\)

Nowhere more than in the letters of the poor is the quest for the individual voice so central, for this was a fundamental purpose of the letters. They wrote to differentiate themselves from the rest of the poor – they sought to say: I am genuine, I need help, I deserve help, I cannot be ignored. As Mrs H. explained to the archbishop: ‘that is why I write to you, to see if you could help me over this trouble, I could not tell you what it has cost me to write this letter of appeal only that I am in such


\(^9\) Mrs H., X Leinster Rd., Rathmines, Dublin, 15 July 1939.

terrible trouble I would not do so.’ Here I am, I place myself before you; it was both a challenge and a plea – hear me. Mrs H. could not afford her plea to fall on deaf ears, therefore she had to converse with a world her reader(s) knew. She was writing a letter seeking assistance, but she was also having a conversation with her society and constructing a relationship with her church, both of which involved a ‘performance of self’ that created an identity which would explain and elicit a favourable response.\(^\text{11}\) Letters do not just ‘record or describe’, they ‘inscribe’ and ‘rework’.\(^\text{12}\) Mrs H. and all those who wrote to the archbishop recorded their poverty, but they also reworked it into a narrative that reinterpreted poverty as a personal experience and gave space for the individual.

The majority of authors in this collection were involved in a form of anti-correspondence; they were not beginning a writing relationship with the archbishop, and it was made clear that they could write only once. Therefore, they had one chance to get it right, to establish the \textit{persona} and story that would gain them the help required. In the quest to read and hear these voices this book owes much to Peél’s study of social work and the story of poverty, in which he argued: ‘In a broad sense, the task of social and cultural history must always be to account for what people made of themselves, not just what others made of them.’\(^\text{13}\) The majority of those who wrote to the archbishop were underemployed, unemployed, underpaid, widowed or generally those who were never asked about poverty and the many policies adopted to relieve it. In these letters the people who so rarely set the record in their own words, spell out word after word, page after page, what it meant to \textit{them} to be poor.

\textbf{Text and Context}

In order to explore both this creation of self and the experience that led to writing in the first place, these Irish letters will be read both ‘textually and contextually’: examined both as texts constructing poverty \textit{and} as texts embedded in a particular world and time that they explain and that helps to explain them.\(^\text{14}\) The letters were subject to a complex set of cultural norms and by placing them in their social context it is possible to explore

\(^{12}\) Ditz, ‘Formative ventures’, p. 61.
\(^{13}\) M. Peel, \textit{Miss Cutler and the Case of the Resurrected Horse: Social Work and the Story of Poverty in America, Australia, and Britain} (The University of Chicago Press, 2012), p. 18.
their tremendous value to our understanding of how the normally silenced voiced their concerns and articulated their struggle for survival in a world so frequently hostile to the dependent. Therefore, the way in which these people sought to beg, bargain and sell their lives, reveals much about their room for manoeuvre and how they understood and negotiated the power structures that confined them. Their words, use of language, repetitions, and reference-points provide us with evidence of the contemporary understandings of class, family, gender and religion. Mrs H. was a convert to Catholicism writing at a time when that made her ‘a case of concern’, particularly as a mother of several children. She knew this and waited only until her second sentence to clarify her status: ‘I am a convert to the Catholic Church married & have had 4 children.’ Her text – how she arranged her story, what she told first and how she linked one facet of her life to the next – speaks to her context and her identity within that universe. In this book, the rhythm and details of the letters are considered inseparable in the quest to reach a better understanding of the history they convey. It is argued that how, for example, Mrs H. punctuated the details of her life – her dead and sick children, underpaid husband and bad tenants – with an image and sense of her ‘self’ – ‘I was able to manage & was very happy, until last year’ and a few lines later ‘I am distracted & heart broken’ – is an essential part of the truth she wished to communicate about her identity that legitimised her request. Thus, while these letters provide raw material for an analysis of the experience of poverty and the art of begging, they are also artefacts in their own right.15

In order to explore their textual and contextual potency large sections of the letters have been cited throughout this book. It is not possible to recreate the topography of the page – the readers of this book do not hold in their hands the yellowed page penned in fading pencil, or the beautiful joined script on family headed paper. The impact of a writer’s desperate need to use every square inch of the page, writing up the sides, in the top and bottom margins or the stark three lines on torn paper – simple, nude, in its insistence – cannot be recreated. However, the texts have been respected insofar as is possible and thus mistakes have not been silently corrected, spellings and punctuation remain as they appear in the originals and any alterations are clearly indicated.16 In fact, it is argued in Chapter 2 that the punctuation, erratic capitalisation and structure of these letters are intrinsic to our understanding of them as sources. In order to respect

16 See Editorial Rubric, p. 3.
the privacy of the individual authors, however, the first names have been changed and surnames have been initialised with the exception of priests or others who were writing in a professional capacity; house names or numbers have been removed.\textsuperscript{17}

The collection is not catalogued; however, by the author’s count there are 4,343 letters of which 1,747 (40.4 per cent) were written by women and 1,365 (31.5 per cent) by men and only 15 (0.3 per cent) were signed by a husband and wife, although in reality many were probably joint enterprises.\textsuperscript{18} Almost a quarter of the collection was written by priests – 1,032 (23.8 per cent) – usually in relation to a parishoner’s letter. While Dublin predominates in this collection, because the letters were written to the head of the Catholic diocese in Dublin and the city was the site of the greatest amount and degree of poverty, there are letters from most counties in Ireland and from as far afield as India and Australia. In total there were 698 (16.1 per cent) letters from outside Dublin and they allow an exploration of the commonalities in the experience of poverty and supplication, while pointing to some of the differences.

Stanley has astutely pointed out, the ethics of the selection process by its very nature involves the deselection of some letters.\textsuperscript{19} This was an unavoidable dilemma faced in writing this book, as there were simply too many to include the entirety of the collection. It was not productive to adopt a structured selection process whereby every fifth or tenth letter was included as this would have resulted in divorcing a series of related correspondence and rendering only a partial telling of certain cases. The letters cited in this study are ‘exemplar narratives’ that reflect the most prominent styles and themes found throughout the collection.\textsuperscript{20} While individual letters offer particularly vivid personal stories, taken together they represent a collective experience and shed light on the status and meaning of poverty in twentieth-century Ireland. Thus the book is organised thematically; a strictly chronological structure made little sense as it is argued that change during this period was less of a reality than the

\textsuperscript{17} The collection is not catalogued and there are no clear reference codes identifying each letter, therefore, initials have been maintained to allow future researchers follow the archival trail.

\textsuperscript{18} 103 (2.3 per cent) letters are deemed as ‘other’ either because the gender was unidentifiable or because they were written by an organisation, for example, the Vincent de Paul or Council of the Unemployed.


\textsuperscript{20} I borrow this phrase from King, who also based his analysis of pauper letters on a large collection of 2,842 of which only a small sample could be cited or reproduced. See, King, ‘Negotiating the law of poor relief’, 414.
constancy of the experience of poverty lived in the light of shared values that changed little in real terms.

**Irish History and Irish Poverty**

While poverty is an undeniable constant in the story of Ireland, the pages of its history run relatively dry after political independence in 1922. Historians of modern Ireland have accepted poverty’s ubiquitous shadow after independence, but there has been no detailed analysis of its history.\(^\text{21}\) Undoubtedly, the history of poverty has suffered due to the strong emphasis on political history in Ireland, but also because of a general reluctance to offer a class analysis of Ireland’s history since independence.\(^\text{22}\) When poverty enters the historical narrative after 1922 it has tended to do so sideways, for example, in relation to how it impacted on the history of women and sexuality,\(^\text{23}\) motherhood,\(^\text{24}\) religion, social

---


welfare, housing, or emigration and population decline. These studies all provide insights into various aspects of poverty, policy and charity, but neither poverty nor its protagonists are the focus of attention in their own right. Collectively these works point to the fact that we cannot understand twentieth-century Ireland without considering the impact of economic power and class. Virginia Crossman, in her work on poverty and the Poor Law in nineteenth-century Ireland, argues that ‘the ideological roots of these debates lay as much in class and religion as in politics and ethnicity.’ Her study of the Poor Law in Ireland, while focused on ‘the system’, succeeds in providing a sense of how the poor interacted with and experienced statutory relief. She convincingly demonstrates that ‘the concept of the deserving and undeserving poor became deeply rooted in Irish popular culture.’ While Finola Kennedy, in her work on the Irish family, argues that ‘at the start of the twentieth century the factors that most differentiated families were economic and class factors.’ This book will go some way to establishing that these observations remain pertinent in relation to Irish society until at least 1940. It was not religion, or gender, but economics and class that most shaped each individual’s life experience in modern Ireland.

It is oral history and autobiographies that have taken up the challenge of exploring the history of Irish poverty. In fact, autobiographies that seek to come to terms with the experience of poverty in modern Ireland, which include the many documenting abuse in the various orphanages and industrial schools of Ireland, rival, in terms of quantity, any other


27 M. E. Daly, Slow Failure: Population Decline and Independent Ireland (University of Wisconsin Press, 2006).


29 Crossman, Poverty and the Poor Law in Ireland, p. 3.

30 Ibid; See also, Ó Ciosáin, ‘Boccoughs and God’s poor’.

31 Kennedy, Cottage to Crèche, p. 57.

32 I would include these in this category as almost all of them identify poverty as the main reason for their incarceration in one (or more) of these institutions. See, for example, D. Whelan, (ed.) Peter Tyrrell, Founded on Fear (Dublin: Irish Academic Press, 2006), which provides a harrowing account of poverty in 1920s Ireland.
form of Irish autobiography. This phenomenon indicates a burning desire to open this topic to analysis and an insistence that it finds its place in the historical record. This motivation is explicit, for example, in Máirín Johnston’s Around the Banks of Pimlico. She begins her story with a detailed historical context, she refers constantly to historical sources, and embeds her knowledge of history in the personal narrative of her family: ‘All during the recession of the late 1920s, when unemployment was very high and getting worse, we were almost destitute.’

For Johnston the rest of Irish society looked at her ‘type’ from behind ‘protective wire’ giving the ‘impression that all the poor ... were there under false pretences’.

Other memoirs are less explicit, but equally insistent about the idea of literary inclusion to compensate for historical exclusion. The title of Angeline Kearns Blain’s account of growing up in Irishtown in Dublin in the 1930s and 40s, Stealing Sunlight, hints at the complex motivations behind these autobiographies: she ‘stole’ her childhood by siphoning little bits of what was good (sunlight) in order to survive in a hostile society. Through her writing she reclaimed a place in the narrative of ‘growing up’ in Ireland for the poor and dispossessed.

She wanted her life and the story of poverty to see the light of history, to come out from the shadows of denial. She opens up her story with an image of dirty sheets, hinting at how the poor were consigned to the darkness yet they lived in plain view: ‘We were born and raised, my three brothers and I, in a single room in one of the dilapidated whitewashed tenements which were strung along O’Brien’s Place like dingy bed-sheets.’

Elaine Crowley sought to resurrect a world where ‘pawning was no disgrace’ and the goal was to join the propertied side of life: ‘My mother had two ambitions. To be on the pig’s back and to have a private house.’

If you owned property you became one of those who belonged in Irish history; in the Irish project of self-determination, private property was king. In these stories the characters ‘waged constant war’ on their surroundings and on the limitations of their ‘place’ in society. They may have been relatively powerless, but they were never portrayed as passive.

These memoirs deserve our attention and they challenge us to

---

34 Ibid., p. 58.
36 Ibid., p. 3.
38 I borrow this image from Crowley who refers to her mother as ‘waging constant war’ on vermin, but it is representative of the portrayal of many of the families in these autobiography/memoirs, particularly the women. Ibid., p. 110.
find a way to include them and the story they tell in the history of modern Ireland.39

Projects such as the development of a women’s oral history archive and the work of Mary Muldowney on women’s experiences during the Second World War, reveal the potential of oral history to help flesh out and enrich the narrative of ordinary people’s experiences in the past.40 The recent oral history project by Elizabeth Kiely and Máire Leane explores aspects of how class distinctions were experienced and conveyed, revealing that notions of ‘respectability’ were profoundly important and often associated with one’s employment.41 The oral historian Kevin Kearns has produced several books using oral history to discover how the ‘other half lived’ in modern Ireland.42 Kearns grounds his studies in historical research, but his ultimate achievement is in exploring how working-class Dubliners recall surviving poverty. While many of his subjects vividly recapture aspects of life in the poorest parts of Dublin, they also obscure or downplay more painful or complex aspects of ‘being poor’ filtering, as people inevitably do, life through the lens of time and contemporary sensibilities. However, Alistair Thomson has done some interesting work exploring the differing accounts that emerge from present centred letters during the migration process and oral history recollections of those letters. He has shown quite convincingly that both sources include and omit and that neither can be regarded as a ‘superior source’.43 Thus, in this study a rich array of official sources have been drawn upon that track contemporary attitudes


to poverty and the poor, from governmental reports to parliamentary debates, as well as charitable reports, various commissions and more general sources such as newspapers, periodicals and journals. However, the level of textual analysis in this book may make some historians uncomfortable as it pushes the boundaries of what constitutes historical methodological analysis by placing a close reading of these texts at the centre of the narrative. This is also a conscious act of counterbalance; so much of Irish history is driven by the narratives of official voices and this book challenges the implicit hierarchy often afforded to certain source material. Like the poor themselves, the sources they created have been distrusted, or regarded as inherently unreliable. However, these letters were created in a particular context for a particular purpose – like all other sources – and once this is factored into any analysis they pose no greater challenge to our historical skills than a governmental report into the housing crisis of the 1930s.

A ‘New’ History from Below

In 2004, Tim Hitchcock wrote of the need to write a ‘new history from below’ that draws predominantly from the voices of those at the bottom of the social universe. Martyn Lyons quite consciously responded to this idea in writing his history of the writing culture of ordinary people, explaining that this ‘new history from below’ is different for four reasons: it re-evaluates individual experience, it seeks out the ‘personal and private voices of ordinary people’, it explores how ‘dominant discourses were actually consumed’ by these people and finally, it regards these ordinary voices as active agents (however constricted) in ‘shaping ... their own lives and cultures’. Each of these four components is woven throughout this study of the voices of ordinary Irish Catholics in need in twentieth-century Ireland.

This book draws on the imaginative scholarship of historians like Thomas Sokoll, whose pioneering working on Essex Pauper letters of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries has, in many senses, set

44 For a beautiful example of this use of letters in relation to history see, Holmes, Between the Leaves.
the gold standard for dealing with such vibrant and complex source material.\textsuperscript{47} The English pauper letters were generated in the particular context of the English Poor Law, when the pauper needed to write (or have written) a letter to their parish of settlement seeking assistance.\textsuperscript{48} However, Sokoll presents these pauper letters as first-hand accounts of living conditions during the period and as sources that provide accounts from ‘below’ of the Old Poor Law.\textsuperscript{49} Steven King similarly argues that they offer ‘a unique window on the lives, experiences and feelings of the poor’.\textsuperscript{50} These historians have revealed the potential of historical textual analysis for examining the power of rhetoric, the process of self-definition, the contours of shared cultural understanding and negotiation.\textsuperscript{51} Although the Irish charity letters were constructed in a very different context, they are nonetheless, like the English pauper letters, ‘forms of written evidence created when the poor confronted, and were confronted by, the hierarchies and institutions of authority’\textsuperscript{52} and thus afford similar potential for understanding the experience of seeking charity and living as ‘the poor’ in early twentieth-century Ireland. Hence, this study explores the writing skills of these Irish petitioners and the degree to which the letter liberated or constrained these authors. It is argued that the relatively safe confines of letter etiquette enabled powerless people to say powerful things. The writers drew on deep cultural understandings of honour, gender, charity and faith to extract a small space for their telling of poverty and, often, an insistence upon their innocence. As Rab Houston has argued, petitions allow us to see ‘how cultural scripts were enacted or amended in everyday life’\textsuperscript{53}

The research and analysis of Sokoll, Joanne Bailey, Jeremy Boulton, Peter Jones, Steven King, Alison Stringer and others on English pauper letters, written over a hundred years before the Irish begging letters to

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{49} Sokoll, \textit{Essex Pauper Letters}, pp. 3–4.
\item \textsuperscript{50} King, ‘Pauper letters as a source’, 170.
\item \textsuperscript{51} David Fitzpatrick has done something similar for the history of emigration in his analysis of emigrant letters. See, D. Fitzpatrick, \textit{Oceans of Consolation: Personal Accounts of Irish Migration to Australia} (New York: Cornell University Press, 1994).
\end{itemize}
Archbishop Byrne, raise many questions about the degree to which the essences of the poverty narrative crossed temporal and geographical boundaries.\(^{54}\) This book will explore the ways in which this Irish collection conforms and/or differs from these earlier English letters and other European examples such as the more formal *Bitbrieve* (petition letters) written in Austria in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.\(^{55}\) While accounting for the different time, location and context, there are remarkable similarities between these various collections of ‘strategic writing’ from below with regard to how their authors ‘told’ poverty and negotiated within the confines of their respective societies.\(^{56}\) Chapter 2 places these Irish letters in this international context and provides a detailed analysis of the Irish letters’ main historical and literary features from composition to writing, provenance and representativeness.

The second chapter concludes with a consideration of these letters as sources for the experience of poverty, and addresses questions regarding authenticity and ‘truthfulness’. It argues that these letters are authentic insofar as they were almost certainly written by the hand of the sender and for various reasons can be considered representative of those living in poverty, even those that did not write seeking charity. However, with regard to the more controversial issue of truthfulness, the aim of this study is to examine not just what these authors wrote, but how and why they chose to do so, and therefore a distinction is made between notions of truth and fact. It is argued that these letters were attempts at ‘self-representation’, and for each author poverty had a personal meaning they needed to communicate, even if to do so they had to engage in common tropes, motifs, and possibly, untruths.


\(^{56}\) Sokoll, ‘Negotiating a living’, 29.
This study also enters the increasingly ‘lively debate over the character, execution and limits’ of the agency of the poor in Europe between the 1700s and the 1900s.57 The idea that the poor had some room for negotiation is not new in either history or historiography.58 However, recent scholarship based on sources constructed by the poor has added considerable nuance to our understanding of how that space for negotiation was created, mediated and controlled.59 While it is essential to appreciate the limits of any agency the poor may have managed to extract, in examining the letters of the poor as places where power was contested we can gain a much deeper understanding of the reality and limitations of that power. Chapter 3, therefore, investigates the ingredients of the ‘deserving case’, how unemployed men wrote about their sense of failure, mothers bartered faith for food, and the raped, beaten and abused chose their words. It is important to hear as much as possible of what the letter writers were saying, in other words, to allow multiple readings to co-exist thus reflecting the real complexity of writing self and experience in these letters. For example, a letter-writer may have stressed their conversion to Catholicism, as Mrs H. did, as part of a rhetorical strategy because she knew how the hierarchy fretted over such mothers, but she may also have done so because the fact of her conversion made her more vulnerable both within her adopted church and to the manipulation of those outside it. Mrs H. expressed the co-existence of her vulnerability and power within this society of religious wrangling thus:

I have no parents & nobody to help me, owing to the changing of my religion, there is one who I put my trouble to & has offered to help me an Aunt who is a protestant, a sum of money has been offered but I would in return have to return to her faith & also to take what children I could with me, I am 8 years in the Catholic faith & was so happy for I love the only true religion. I am sorry to say that at times I have been tempted to accept this offer, but I pray hard for God to give me strength not to yield to this temptation & that is why I write to you, to see if you could help me over this trouble.60


60 Mrs H., X Leinster Rd., Rathmines, Dublin, 15 July 1939.
Mrs H. portrayed herself as both a victim and someone who had the power to decide, however, she wrote to place the ultimate responsibility of her decision at the archbishop’s feet. She also demonstrated that a threat of religious defection could, without any apparent contradiction, lie beside a declaration of loyalty. Particular attention is paid to exploring these letters as acts of individual protest embedded in a value-system that the poor actively engaged with allowing them to make calls upon it and their rights within it. These letters are littered with examples of constrained defiance, from argument to everyday resistance, whereby people refused to ‘act poor’ or threatened defection.61

This book examines not only how the poor made their case but also what they considered to be the cost of poverty. Chapter 5, in particular, analyses how those in need recorded the impact of want and dependence on their lives. In examining the ways the poor documented the impact of poverty on their lives, this chapter also investigates the various survival strategies employed by these writers beyond the letters, which often exacted their own toll of suffering. These ranged from the remarkable tenacity of the family economy, the pawning and bartering of goods, the ability to play a myriad of relief agencies off one another, to the daily reality of family break up and emigration. Crucially, these letters underscore how these strategies were understood as damaging and were (on these pages) eloquently resented.

It is important also to be attuned to the inherent silences in these sources. These may have been influenced by a multitude of factors: from reticence of the writer, to the cultural emphasis on ‘discretion’ with regard to certain topics, to the perception of the writer regarding the recipient’s bias or priorities. As Peel advocates, this study seeks to read these letters ‘against the grain, for their silences and their strategies, and for what lies half-spoken on their edges’.62 An Irish Catholic mother writing to her archbishop was unlikely to lament her repeated pregnancies, for example, in the same way as the hundreds of British women in the 1930s who responded to a questionnaire about their lives organised by the Women’s Health Enquiry Committee.63 However, there were oblique ways of

62 M. Peel, Miss Cutler, p. 18.
underscoring that burden. Many Catholic mothers expressed relief when God took their children and thus spared them further poverty, or they referred to being ‘burdened with’ a large family. The authors of these letters were seeking something and how they framed their narrative was ultimately shaped by that request. All historical sources are mediated by a variety of factors relating to their creation, environment and objective, and begging letters are no exception. The historical debate will lie in how we interpret the impact of these various mediating forces.64

This study also uses this specific collection of letters to explore how the Catholic clergy and hierarchy administered charitable relief. It was a requirement of the Archbishop of Dublin’s charity that all applicants should have a priest’s reference and, as already noted, the priests’ letters constitute 23.8 per cent of this collection. Chapter 6 analyses what cases and categories of need were most successful and how the priests interpreted their role as advocate. Unfortunately, the archbishop’s rationale is more difficult to discern; the only evidence of his thought process are the notes, often scribbled by his two secretaries, Fr. Patrick Dunne65 and Fr. Thomas O’Donnell,66 on the top left hand corner of the applicant’s letter. However, even this rather rudimentary paper trail has afforded a fairly good map of where the money went revealing the power of the class rationale behind charity in action. While both distrust and compassion underlay the relationship between the Catholic Church and ‘its poor’, it is essential to understand the human element of both sides of the charity equation, in order to honour the responsibility we have as historians to all protagonists of the past. Some priests were empowered by the quest to hunt out the ‘genuine case’, others were stressed and demoralised by the process, and yet collectively they perpetuated the system that accepted and depended on the existence of poverty.

Who Were the Poor?

This book is concerned with knowing the poor and understanding their version of poverty, hence Richard Dyson’s ‘holistic definition of poverty’ has been adopted, which includes those dependent on relief and/or charity constantly, intermittently and those who experienced once-off

64 In fact, Peter Jones wonders if historians will in time be criticised for implying the poor dissembled and strategised to extract assistance. Jones, “I cannot keep my place without being descent”, 41.
encounters with poverty. This is effectively the approach advocated by Gestrich, King and Raphael who argue that there is no such thing as a ‘clear cut poverty line in any given society, but that poverty takes place when a situation of penury combines with social practices of assistance and categorization’. Thus, this book explores the letters written to the archbishop from the categorically impoverished, scraping together every source of income or relief and still failing to pay rent or secure adequate food, and letters from those who lived in ‘nice homes’ with good pensions, but through accepted social pressures required assistance to avoid losing their social status. These two criteria of need represent opposite ends of a broad spectrum of poverty; in the middle were the many, many families struggling with the daily hazards of life from bereavement to domestic violence, all requiring financial assistance of some kind.

Crudely, the hierarchy of those at risk of poverty ran something like: widows, mothers with large families with absent or unemployed fathers, children, the sick and single elderly women. In fact, the Sick and Indigent Roomkeepers provided a revealing list of its main clients, in order of priority: widows with children, families in which the breadwinner is unemployed, invalids requiring extra nourishment, those in need of attire to seek employment and petty dealers in need of new stock. While it was generally accepted that people were more susceptible to poverty at certain vulnerable phases of the life cycle, this too was highly gendered: women were more exposed to such hardship by pregnancy, childbirth, while caring for young children, when faced with the loss of a spouse and in old age. The idea that poverty’s greatest victims were women and children was universally accepted and borne out by the figures on Home Assistance. In 1931 there were 77,474 people in receipt of Home Assistance; of these, 15,339 were men, 24,786 were women and 37,349 were children. By the end of the decade (despite the
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introduction of more comprehensive Unemployment Assistance (1933) and a Widows’ and Orphans’ Pension (1935)), there were 89,511 on Home Assistance; of these, 19,791 were men, 29,120 women and 40,600 were children. While men were by no means immune to poverty, they were less likely to be the primary carers of either children or elderly relatives and they had more social options at their disposal (like seasonal migration). Women with dependent children also constituted the majority of those who wrote to the Archbishop of Dublin seeking assistance, in fact, if you had no family it was often quite hard to be considered for charity or relief. This is borne out by the profile of writers to the archbishop with one caveat: as the 1930s dawned the unemployed breadwinner began to feature more prominently in the charitable hierarchy of concern. This was both because of the introduction of the Widows’ and Orphans’ Pension in 1935 (in reality too small to stave off anything but the sharpest edge of need) and the deepening crisis of male unemployment. This shift is also reflected in applications to the Saint Vincent de Paul and the Sick and Indigent Roomkeepers.

The shame attached to the label ‘poor’ drove many people to hide their poverty and has resulted in a significant underestimation of those who were actually in need at any given time. Chapter 4 considers the correspondence of those who were in the process of ‘becoming poor’ or who had fallen temporarily from their relatively privileged perch in society. These people did not swell the statistical ranks of the poor. Instead, they struggled beneath the surface of Irish society, trapped by their own understandings of the stigma of being identified as poor. This tendency to hide their poverty has also skewed our historical understanding of poverty itself. It was often a much more transient experience than has been previously thought, touching people’s lives temporarily or periodically.

Stuart Woolf noted in his study of the poor in Western Europe that sources imply a ‘static state of being poor, which tends to ignore or mask the fluidity and gradualness of the process by which people decline,
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sometimes more than once, into a condition of poverty.\textsuperscript{77} This idea of decline and the sense of the perpetual threat of poverty hanging over people’s head permeated the letters written to the Archbishop of Dublin well into the twentieth century. While theirs was a relative poverty – relative to the profound and long-term deprivation of the slum dwellers – it was nonetheless real and altered, fundamentally, people’s life choices resulting in considerable stress and mental anguish. This chapter considers the role ideas of character, charity, gender and social status played in the construction of these poverty stories. It also provides two detailed case studies – one of a solicitor’s widow and the other of an erstwhile businessman struggling to regain his social and financial footing – in order to probe the construction of a middle-class narrative.

\textbf{Conclusion}

Olwen Hufton has argued that writing the history of the poor is ‘predominantly a qualitative not a quantitative exercise’. She urged the social historian to consider evidence relating to how poverty was experienced, however ‘fragmentary or impressionistic’ it might be, and to make it the ‘very heart of the matter’. If this was not done she warned that we could have no idea or understanding of ‘the way the poor maintained their tenuous grip on life’.\textsuperscript{78} In this study the letters and voices of the poor do not constitute the ‘hidden underpinnings’ of historical research, they are the focus of research.\textsuperscript{79} By using the words of the poor to provide the narrative thrust, the book keeps the human element central, which is often lost when the framework of the history is policy and legislation. Thus this is in many senses a history of \textit{mentalité} in which an understanding of behaviour, values and negotiation strategies of the poor take centre stage. While this study runs the risk of privileging ‘the noisy poor’ or those with the ability to write for charity,\textsuperscript{80} it is a calculated risk and one based on a conviction that these letters, in their essence, represent many features of living in poverty in modern Ireland that were universal for much of the period. In many ways these letters allow us to create an alternative narrative of the history of Irish independence, one in which the lost and forgotten tell the story. This is a history of poverty written through the letters of the poor.
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